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Investigation of Surface Wave Blindness in
Microstrip Phased Array Antennas

1. INTRODUCTION

Printed arrays have potential as conformal antennas for airborne communica-

tions terminals. The concept of a microstrip array on Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)

or Indium Phosphide (InP) is particularly attractive since active devices such as

FET (field effect transistor) switches and amplifiers can be constructed mono-

lithically in those materials. Using FET switches for phase shifters and the FET

amplifiers for low noise receive amplifiers or high power transmit amplifiers,

all the functions of a small phased array can be incorporated on one GaAs or InP -
layer. 1, . . , .

A potential difficulty arises when we try to use thick GaAs or InP substrates

to obtain wide bandwidth from the microstrip array elements (a microstrip an-

tenna's bandwidth increases along with its thickness).3 The thick dielectric layer

(Received for publication 14 April 1987)

1. Schindler, J.K. (1985) Performance bounds on monolithic phased array
antennas, Phased Arrays 1985 Symposium Proceedings, RADC-TR-85-171,
AD A1693fY, pp. 49-76.

2. Edward, B. J. (1984) Integration of monolithic microwave integrated circuits
into phased array antenna systems, Proceedings of the 1983 Antenna
Applications Symposium, RADC-TR-84-52, AD A142003, pp. 39-64. Vol. I.

3. Bahl, I. J., and Bhartia, P. (1980) Microstrip Antennas, Artech House. 0
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can support surface waves that provide an added path for mutual coupling between

array elements, possibly resulting in scan blindness. The effect is most severe

for "electrically thick" (more than Xo /20) substrates with high dielectric con-

stants. 4

To verify theoretical predictions of surface wave blind spots, we built and

measured two 16-GHz arrays on 50-mi Epsilam-l . The arrays did in fact

have high reflection coefficients at or near the scan angles predicted by the theory.

Yet, there were other deleterious effects in the arrays that caused blind spots in

other locations as well. In particular, it appears there was excessive coupling

between the microstrip feed lines, suggesting that other parts of monolithic arrays

may also interact by way of surface waves.

The original objectives of this project were first, to verify the scan blindness 0

theory experimentally and second, to test possible remedies, such as grooves or

other obstructions in the substrate. Although we met the first objective, we post-

poned the second due to problems encountered with the material properties and

microstrip design formulas at the relatively high 16-GHz frequency. This report

discusses those difficulties and suggests possible solutions. It reviews the theory

of surface wave blindness, and the rationale for our experimental array design.

It also describes the experiment procedure, results, and recommendations for

further work in this area.

2. SURFACE WAVE BLINDNESS THEORY

2.1 Active Array Reflection

The problem of scan blindness in phased array antennas is well known from
5 6

many discussions in the literature, for example Lee, Wong and Tang and Oliner.

In brief, the interaction between array elements, or mutual coupling, provides a

path for transmitted energy to return to the source. As illustrated in Figure 1,

the total reflection the source sees is the sum of the direct reflection from the

array elements and the coupled energy emitted by the elements, but returning by

way of the others instead of radiating out into free space. One consequence of this

4. Poar, D. M., and Schaubert, D. H. (1984) Scan blindness in infinite arrays

of printed dipoles, IEEE Trans. Antennas Propag., AP-32:602-610.

5. Lee, S.W., Wong, N.S., and Tang, R. (1972) Analysis of infinite planar
array of rectangular waveguides by generali7ed scattering matrix approach,
Phased Array Antennas, Ed. Oliner and Knittel, Artech House, pp. 91-106.

6. Oliner, A.A. (1972) Surface-wave effects and blindness in phased array
antennas, Phased Array Antennas, Artech House, pp. 107-112. •
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Re ected
Refnergy Feed Lines

Feed Network

Figure 1. Illustration of Array Reflection (Transmitting Antenna) by Way of
Mutual Coupling

phenomenon is that an antenna designed for minimum reflection coefficient as an -.

isolated antenna does not make the best array element. The ideal array element

is one that has some reflection equal in magnitude but opposite in phase to the

sum of coupled energy. In that situation the array would be perfectly matched

even though its elements, if removed from the array, are not.

The active array reflection coefficient, r, is defined7 as:

-jk (x sin 0 cos + yr sin 0 sin 0)r a(0.,¢) S on e n1 ri

alu -ao o

where Son is the coupling coefficient between a reference element with coordinates

0,0 and the n'th array element located at x, y. The wavenumber is k and 0, (S

are the angles, in spherical coordinates, to which the array is scanned. The array VIP.

is assumed to be planar, and located in the z = 0 plane. The expression is much S

simpler for a line-source array with uniform spacing (with elements assumed to-,,

be located along the x axis):

ra(0)= 2 S e-jnkdsin 0 (2) 0..
n on

7. Amitay, N., Galindo, V., and Wu, C. P. (1972) Theory and Analysis of Phased
Array Antennas, Wiley.

3
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where d is the interelement spacing. Note that such an array can only scan in the

0 = 0 plane. As the array scans, the angles of the coupling coefficient vectors

change by kd sin 0, and although the array may be perfectly matched at broadside,

there may be angles at which r is very close or equal to one. In those cases, the

array is said to be blind and it will neither transmit to, nor receive from that

blindness angle. Blind spots occur most commonly in arrays with interelement

spacings greater than X/2, usually just inside the endfire grating lobe angle

(exceptions have been noted for some waveguide and dipole arrays 8

6 EGL sin-1 (Xfd - 1). (3)

When the array is scanned to that angle, the grating lobe would just begin to ap-

pear at endfire. Unless the array structure is loaded with some kind of obstacles

or with dielectric, the phases of the coupling coefficient Son depend primarily on

the free space distance between elements. But when a dielectric layer is present

over the array surface, the elements can also couple through the dielectric with

a different propagation phase (a "slow" wave). Consequently, an array blindness

due to the surface wave could appear inside the scan region even with array "
spacings less than 0.5 A.

2.2 Surface Wave Blindness

According to Pozar and Schaubert 4 ' 9 a surface wave blind spot will appear

when the surface wave propagation constant equals that of a "Floquet mode:" %

(4)l
OSW - OFM (4)

(Floquet modes are a generalized tool for infinite array analysis, in which we

divide the region in front of the array into waveguides with phase shift walls.

Floquet modes are like transverse waveguide modes that describe propagation

across the array surface.) The Floquet mode propagation constant, normalized

to the free space wavenumber, is:

8. Mailloux, R.J. (1982) Phased array theory and technology, Proc. IEEE,
70:246 -292.

9. Pozar, D. M., and Schaubert, D. H. (1984) Analysis of an infinite array of
rectangular microstrip patches with idealized probe feeds, IEEE Trans.
Antennas Propag. . AP-32:1101.
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M1 + u + vn]2

.FM = [m [u v (5)
x

u = sin 0 cos 0 ; v = sin 0 sin 0. %

where m and n are arbitrary positive integers and dx and d are the spacings

between elements in the x and y directions, respectively, in a planar array located

in the z = 0 plane. The surface wave propagation constants, SW, can be deter-

mined approximately from the TE and TM "surface wave functions :

T = k I cos(k 1 d) + jk 2 sin(k 1 d) (6a)

Tm = r k2 cos(k l d) + jk 1 sin(k d) (6b)

m r+211(1b1

where d is the substrate thickness, E is its dielectric constant and:r 5

2 2 2 2 2 2 .

I r o ; k2  ko 0

Solving for T e=0:e

k cos(k d) = -jk 2 sin(k d) (7a) .- 4

"-*... .

tan (k 1 d) = - "('- 0 2/ (0/k 0 )2 ] (7b)

yields the transcendental equation: I

tan (2 i" d/A.) E - (fl/ ) -
(3  

- 1] . (8) r 0.r

A similar solution for T = 0 yields a second transcendental equation for the TM

modes: %,%

tan (2 77 d/) 4r- (2/ k° 0 2 j/[E
r k) r NI(/)r - flk f

Appendix A discusses the origin of the TE and TM wave functions given above,

and shows that they are strictly valid only for an unloaded grounded dielectric.

When we load the surface with patch elements and transmission lines, the surface

impedance changes. However, when we have a high dielectric constant, the

5

% %. %

*.......-.
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patches and feed lines take up very little of the surface area a.id these wave func-

tions should be able to predict approximately the surface wave propagation con-

stant.

The roots of the above two equations give the propagation constants of the TE

andTM surface wave modes for any dielectric with thickness d and relative

permittivity Er For example, with E r= 2. 55 and d = 0. 19 X, there is a TM solu-

tion for O/k ° = 1. 283, but no TE solution. It is, in fact, most difficult to excite

a TE surface wave mode: for instance, with E = 10 the lowest order TE moder

does not propagate unless the substrate is more than 0. 083X thick. This is con-

sistent with Harrington's analysis of a dielectric-coated conductor. 10 He gives

the cutoff frequencies of the surface wave modes as mr

f nc (10)fc 4d 7 E -

r

where c is the speed of light in free space and n = 0, 2, 4.... for TM modes and
n = 1, 3, 5, ... for TE modes. There is no cutoff for the TM mode. For higher0
order modes and certain interesting substrates the cutoff frequencies are listed

in Table 1.

Table 1. Surface Wave Mode Cutoff Frequencies

Material, E d (in.) f (GHz)
C0

TE 1  TM 2  TE3

PTFE, 2.54 0.0625 38.04 76.09 114. 13

PTFE, 2.54 0. 125 19.02 38.04 57. 06

Epsilam 10, 10.0 0.025 39. 34 78. 69 118. 03 0

Epsilam 10, 10. 0 0.050 19. 67 39.34 59.01

GaAs, 12.8 0.004 214.75 429.49 644.24

GaAs, 12.8 0.010 85.90 171.80 257.70

10. Harrington, R. F. (1961) Time-Harmonic Electromagnetic Fields,
McGraw-Hill, pp. 169-170. ,

6
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The blina spot caused by the TM ° surface wave appears in the E plane.4 With
m 1 - and n = 0. Eq. (4) reduces to

(wko) 2 = (sin 0- Xd )2 (11) !

The surface wave blindness angle is then given by

0SWB= sin- 1 (X/d - OSW/k ) (12)
Sx I W/k

Table 2 gives I3Sw/ko and the blindness angle for several different dielectrics and

frequencies. Figure 2 is a graph of Osw/k 0 vs frequency for those materials.

Figure 3 shows the blindness angle vs frequency in the E plane due to the TM 0

surface wave mode. Curves for Gallium Arsenide are included because 4 mil and

10 mil GaAs are substrates we consider the best choices for monolithic arrays at

20, 44 and 60 GHz. The other materials are those we have available for experi-

mentation. Based on these curves, we selected 0.050 in. thick Epsilam-10 and .

16 GHz for our experimental array, to allow us to observe the surface wave blind- .,

ness at a 450 scan angle, while staying well within the limits (20 GH7) of our % %

measurement equipment.

Table 2. Surface Wave Propagation Constant and Blindness Angle Values %
Assume Element Spacing of 0. 5 X

Sz 10.0 Er = 2.54 r-r

dz 0.025 in. d= 0.050 in. d- 0.0625 in. d= 0. 125 in.

fGHz sw /ko 0 a SW/ko 0 %Ws/ko 0 OSW /k °0 0

8.0 1.0049 84.3 1.0242 77.4 1.0134 80.6 1.0580 10.4
10.0 1.0080 82.8 1.0452 72.7 1. 0213 78. 1 1.0940 65.0 .1" ,

12.0 1.0120 81.1 1.0826 66.6 1.0313 75.6 1.1381 59.5 ,,'

14.0 1. 0173 79.4 1. 1533 57. 9 1.0435 73.0 1. 1869 54.4

16.0 1.0242 77.4 1.2892 45.3 1.0580 70.4 1. 2359 49.8

18.0 1.0333 75.2 1.5121 29.2 1.0748 67.7 1.2814 45.9

7N %
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Figure 3. Angle of Surface Wave Blind Spot vs Frequency 2

fore 2.54. 10.0 and 12.9; 0. 5X Element Spacing

It is encouraging to note that there is no surface wave blindness inside ± 600 for 
either 4 miu or 0 miu Gallium Arsenide even at frequencies as high as 60 GHz.

SiceoIndium Phosphide t s dielectric constant (12.4)is even lower than Gallium so-
A rsenide

t
s (12.9) we need not worry about sur face wave blindness for that m aterial '

either.

3. EXERIMENT

3.1 Initia Array Design-

The initial array design is shown in Figure 4. It is a 22-element E plane , .' ;
array of inset-fed microstrip patch radiators. The patches are fed by microstrip.'"

transmission lines whose characteristic impedance is 50 . On this high dielectric ''

9 V.,

%
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S

connectors to the substrate edge without the need for any matching transformer or 'I

other transition. On the other hand, the SMA connector flange is wider than the

interelement spacing, so we had to feed the elements from alternating edges of the

board.

The purpose of the inset region is to impedance match the 50 S1 line to the patch.

Ordinarily, the patch's input impedance is near 250 Q at the edge, but we can inset N'p

11, 12
the feed line to get to the 50-2 input point. However, it appears the technique

did not work with this array, possibly because the inset region is too wide. We

found that the only apparent resonant frequency the elements had was near 18 GHz.

However, by closing off the inset region with copper tape as shown in Figure 5.

we achieved a fairly consistent resonance around 16.2 to 16.3 GHz.

Z

Figv:'e 5. Element %
Wi'.i Filled Inset

z

R, -gion

% 5

I. Carver, K. R. , and Mink, J. W. (1981) Microstrip antenna technology,
IEEE Trans. Antennas Propag., AP-29:2-24.

12. Mullinix, D.A., and McGrath, D.T. , Capt.. (1986) Re tangular .licrostfrip
Patch Antenna Arrays, RADC -TR -86-151. %
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Figure 6 shows the convention we use u identify elements of the array. Since

two identical arrays were constructed, iey are labeled "A" and "B" and the

inputs are labeled by which side of thie array they enter from, "L" or "R" for

left or right, respectively. Both a! .ys were etched side by side on the same

piece of material at the same time to minimize variation between them. Also

etched on the same piece of Epsilam 10 were several single microstrip patch

elements and a straight length of transmission line. Measurements on those compo-

nents will also be discussed in this report. After photoetching, the two arrays

were trimmed to size and SMA connectors were soldered to the feed lines.

3.2 Resonant Frrnuency

Reflectior vas measured for each element using the HP8408A R Automatic

Network Ar yzer. During this test, as in all others discussed in this report,

the eleme .s not being measured were terminated with 50 Q loads. Figure 7 shows

a few e- mples of measured return loss vs frequency. The resonance was much

deepr thigher return loss) for elements near the center of the arrays. The return

los& -it resonance was typically 10 to 20 dB, which we would ordinarily consider

q, Ae poor. However, this is the consequence of filling in the feed line inset-the

input impedance at the patch edge is much greater than that of the feed line, and

the resulting mismatch causes the low return loss. There are other apparent

resonances below 16 GHz, but those are mostly the result of series mismatches

(destructive interference) between the SMA connector, the mitered bend, and the

patch input.

3.3 Active Array Reflection Measurements 0

To calculate the active reflection coefficient, F, we must measure the coupling

coefficients, which is straightforward when using a network analyzer. Figure 8

shows the setup for measuring S 00 the reflection from the reference element.

Figure 9 shows the setup for measuring SO 2' that is the transmission from the

reference element to the second element away on the right. It is extremely

important to note the position of the "reference plane" in these measurements.

12
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ARRAYS A . B

U)

H

L0 ., ..J. . . . .. .EI .. P.....

CI-

1 -3,5 15,5 17.5 ,
a FREQUENCY (GHZ)

.tal. L T,

Figure 7. Typical Return Loss vs Frequency for Arrays A & B
(Measured S 0 0 from AL7 and BL7)

When calibrating for a reflection measurement, we attach a short, a shielded open,
and a sliding load directly to the end of the measurement cable that will be con- r-,

nected to the array. Consequently, the reference plane will be at the top surface of
the connector jack. On the other hand, when calibrating for a transmission rrea-
surement, we insert an adapter (a "bullet? or "thru") b.ztween the two measurement
cables. Thus the reference plane will be one-half the adapter's length into the _
probes' input jacks. Since we need to add reflection and coupling terms vectorially, ,..w
that (iscrepancv is unacceptable. However, we can correct the measured data by P..,,
substracting the phase length of the bullet from the coupling terms, or adding it to
the reflection term. The bullet used in the thru calibration (OSM217®) has an
electrical length of 0. 495 inches. The proper phase correction is a function of

frequency:

0 369' 1 /A 360' e f/c . (13) jmi
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Table 3 shows examples of the measured coupling data for Array A at 16.2 and

16. 3 GHz. Note the corrected reflection phase in parentheses. Figure 10 shows

the calculated broadside active reflection coefficient r(0) vs frequency for the two

arrays. Although array A is clearly actively matched at 16. 2 GH7, array B does

not appear to be matched at any frequency. We are not certain what causes this

discrepancy, but offer the following as the most probable reason: Figures 11a and

l1b show the calculated reflection coefficient vs scan angle for the two arrays

at 16.3 GH7. The difference is most drastic at broadside scan, and may be due to

the fact that the feed lines for adjacent pairs of elements enter from opposite sides

of the substrate. The parallel microstriplines may couple through a surface wave

on their way from the coaxial connectors to the radiators. There would then be

some excess coupling between elements fed from the same side of the board (refer S

to Figures 4 or 6). Figures 12a and 12b show the magnitude o r the coupling coeffi-

cients, which we nor-mally expect to decrease smoothly going away from the
reference element. However, we note that there is stronger coupling between- ¢

elements fed from the same side of the substrate, and weaker coupling between -

elements fed from opposing sides. This effect is much more pronounced in Array B

for reasons we do not know. Since that excess coupling is between elements located

over IA apart, we would expect it to produce a blindness near broadside [see Eq. (3)].

Table 3. Measured Coupling Data From Array A

16.25 GHz 16.30 GHz 16.35 GHz

S(0, -5) 40.9 154 37. 6 - 23 31.2 97

S(0, -4) 23.5 -118 22.9 -166 22.5 145 ,.

S(0. -3) 33.3 85 23.1 :34 22.2 15

S(O. -2) 22. 1 113 25.4 124 24.4 130

S(0, -1) 16.4 141 16.0 100 16.4 65 5

S(0. 0) 14. 6 -157(88) 17. 5 -155(9 1) 17. 0 -177(70)

S(O, 1) 14.4 -143 14. 7 169 15.3 122

S(0,2) 20.3 107 25. 9 105 23.8 146 ,

S(0,3) 22.7 - 22 33. 2 6 24. 1 16

S(0,4) 26.0 -155 27. 0 -174 25. 1 153 %

28.4 -112 31.0 -155 37.8 153

,. % V %

%1;A
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Figure 12a. Coupling Coefficient Magnitudes, Is I From Array A
(dashed line is typical microstrip array)

Figure 13a and 13b show F vs scan angle for 16. 2, 16. 25 and 16. 3 GHz for

Arrays A and B, respectively. In all cases there is a significant increase in F

near the predicted scan blindness angle of 45'. It is, however, far from convincing

since it is not a complete blindness, that is F = 1. However, since there is some 0

attenuation in the microstrip transmission lines leading from the coaxial connectors

to the patch elements that we have not subtracted from the measurements, we can-

not expect more than F = 0. 8 since the two-way line loss is about 2 dB. Although ' .

this experiment did appear to show the scan blindness effect we were looking for,

the results were far from conclusive. 
•
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There are several possible sources of error that may explain the lack of .
clear results. First, we recently learned that Epsilam-10 is not an isotropic

material-its dielectric constant is a function of direction, equalling 10 in the
z direction (perpendicular to the substrate) but being closer to 13 in the x and y X

directions. Second, the material may not be uniform, but may have a variation e
in the dielectric constant over the same piece of material.
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Figure 14 shows the measured resonant frequencies of a set of single rectangu- ,€
lar patch antennas etched on the same piece of material as Arrays A and B. The '_,
solid and dashed lines in the figure are the resonant frequencies we would expect^'':q'

I~ C)

given dielectric constants of 10.0 and 13.0. respectively. Since the actual • .]
resonances do not follow either one exactly, we conclude that there may be some :. :variation in the material's dielectric constant within the piece we used. That .. ,

17., LL

Fgmay explain why the two arrays gave such disparate results. a.1.25,

and~~~ 16 5 '.Ara
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Figure 13b. Reflection Coefficient Magnitude vs Scan Angle at 16.25, 16.3,-
and 16.35 GHz: Array B

3.4 Modified (Probe-fed) Array

We surmised that some of the difficulties with the two arrays was due to the

microstrip transmission line feeds with their accompanying coax-to-microstrip

transitions and mitered bends. The poor impedance match to the 50-Q trans-

mission line presented by the patch with its inset region filled in could cause a

series reflection with the miter and the transition. These reflections could add

constructively and destructively in an unpredictable manner. In order to suppress

these effects we modified Array A by trimming off the microstrip feed lines and

feeding the elements from the back with coaxial probes as illustrated in Figure 15.
Figure 16 is a photograph of the modified array. The probe center conductors

are soldered to the patches at one edge. The elements' resonant frequencies were ,-4
consistently near 14.7 GHz.

. ,., ,.,.
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V0

Figure 17 is the calculated r(0) vs frequency. The array is clearly -ell

matched over about a 5 percent bandwidth centered at 14. 65 G-z. Figure - shows

the scan reflection coefficients for 14. 65, 14.7, and 14.75 GHz. The array got-

blind near a 550 scan angle. In contrast to the original arrays there is very little

attenuation in the coaxial lines feeding this modified array and we can therefore

expect to measure reflection coefficients as high as 1.0. We have eliminated the

broadside scan blindness observed in the original arrays since the only coupling

path is now from one element to the next, and there is no chance of excess coupling

between feed lines. Figure 19 shows the blind angle calculated from Eqs. (9) and

(12) for dielectric constants of 10 and 13. Assuming the dielectric constant in the

laterial direction is 13, the blindness observed in Figure 18 is in fact due to the

surface wave.
* -<
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Figure 13. Reflection Coefficient Magnitude vs Scan Angle at 14. 65, 14. 7. and14.75 GHz for the Modified Array

Figure 19 also shows the an-'es at which the TM leaky wave (see Appendix A)
0

would produce a partial ' .indness. Thcse are the angles for which the real part
of the leaky wave pror gation constant, 1 equals that of the Floquet mode.

Unlike the surface w ve, the leaky wave radites, or "leaks, " energy into free

space as it propag- es along the substrate, so it cannot cause a complete blindness. 6

Unfortunately, th( scan angles at which the leaky wave might produce a peak in r
a

only exist for a , arrow frequency range, which was otside the resonant bandwidth

of both the orip nal and modified arrays. In the frequency range measured with the

original arra , the blind angles for the two wave types are too close together to 0

distinguish. especially given that the leaky wave can only produce a partial blind-

ness. Nor can we estimate the effect the microstrip feed lines had in supporting ,

or suppr( ssing either wave type, or in altering their propagation constants. ,S.,.
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U 0
Finally, Figure 20 is the pattern of one of tne center elements of the modified 0

array. Although the pattern does appear to roll off near the predicted blindness ?%

angle, there are too many other irregularities to be certain. We had to cement A

small pieces of microwave absorber to the ends of the array to smooth the pattern

out to this extent, because the surface wave tends to radiate from the edge of the

substrate. It is also possible that there is some additional radiation from the

coaxial feeds, sinct, they are not actually underneath the patches, but off to one

side. These measurements made it clear to us that in order to get unequivocal
r~esults we need to construct a new array on a larger piece of more rigid material

(Stycast tli-K® for example), preferably one that is more uniform; and with an

element designed to be fed with a coaxial probe. The coaxial feed is preferable

to a microstrip feed line for this kind of experiment because the feed lines create

and additional loading of the surface that may change OSW, and hence also the ',e

blindness angle, as well as the effect discussed earlier of direct coupling between ,

adjacent feed lines. % %

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS -".,

One of the original objectives of this project was met successfully in that the

scan blindness theory was verified. Our measurements on the modified (probe-fed)

array showed a very clear scan blindness at the angle predicted by the theory. "' '

The earlier array did not show the blindness conclusively because of stray

coupling between the microstrip feed lines. In general, the substrate material is

very difficult to work with because it is flexible, and curvature effects will tend to

corrupt any measurement of array mutual coupling. We did not attempt the second 0

experimental ob ective (to suppress the blindness by forming obstructions in the

substrate) although it is still a worthwhile experiment, but should begin with a re-

,,'signed arrav to eliminate the uncertainty involved in our element modifications
(filling in fhe inset feed region). On the other hand, the theory shows that surface

i'.ave blindness s;hould not be a problem given the very thin substrates we anticipate

using for rnonolithic millimeter wave antennas for 44 and 60 GHz.

%
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Appendix A• "._,

Solutions for Surface and Leaky Wave Propagation Constants

Al. TERMINOILOGY . ,-

The terms "surface wave" anid "leaky wave" ren,:r to mechanisms b~y which -'

waves are guided along a boundary between any material and free space. With x .€

-" .'J.",V

and z the directions, normal to and parallel to the boundary, respective-ly, the JI. .,/

surface wave has a purely real propagation constant in the z direction, and purely .- ,Fimaginary (decay)in the x direction. A leaky wave has complex propagation con-

stants in both directions, with the added condition that the imaginary part in the --

Al. TRM~hOLAl

direc'tion is negative. AI ..:

A phased array antenna should, in general, be able to support both types of .,...

waves wheter "rfacre is a dielectric laver over it. This is ue merely

becaus ae gearray elements form a material boundary with free space. Some con- .,

fusion arises from the fat that when an array is scanned to a blind spot, there is.

no energv radiated-it a rl propagates along the array surface, and the fields over

the array surface ar ie xireton. of a surface wave. If that blindness iso

only partial, there wilt be some propagation along the surface and some radiation
into free space, and the fields over the array surface will be similar to those of a

leaky wave. The cnfusion is due to a faiure to distinguish between these wave

Av1. Zucker, R.J. (197 1) Surface- and leaky -wave antennas, Chapter 16,
Antenna Enineerinf Handbook, st Ed. , Ed. by H. Jasik,

McG raw-Hill. .
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impedance Z is the wave impedance, which depends on whether the mode is TM0(magnetic field lines parallel to the ground plane) or TE (electric field parallel

to ground):

k /we (TM)
Z xd (TE) (A2)

0 ) wU Ik" xd

Since "wave impedances" normal to a material boundary must be continuous

[Ref. 10- p. 55] we have Z s = -Z x , where Z represents the free space wave impedance.

This is the well-known "transverse resonance relation A2 Note that it does not . 5 .. '

recognize possible loading of the surface by conducting objects, such as micro- -
S

:;'rip feed lines or antenna elements. So, for a real microstrip array, we can

only consider this method approximate. It will be most accurate in cases where

the dielectric constant is high and the patch antennas occupy only a small part of <. ..

the slab's surface area.

The free space wave impedances are

k/1we (TM)
Z w '.,

x )/k (TE) (A3) A

xS

A2. Hiessel, A. (1969) Characteristics of travelling wave antennas, Chapter, 19.
Antenna Theory Part 2, Ed. R. E. Collin and F.J. Zucker, pp. 15 1-258,
McG raw -Hill.
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Substituting the wave impedances into Eq. (Al):

k x kxd- tan (dkxd (A4)
u) ee x

0 1"

In the dielectric, k 2 + k 2 = E k2 , so k k 2  k 2  For surface waves,
xd z o0 xd r o k o ufaewvs

there is no propagation in x and no attenuation in z and therefore k j - j and

k = . The separability condition is k2 = k2 + k 2, from which we find
Z Z 0 X Z

'y= - , and substituting into Eq. (A4):O ~x Z 0h
" "

• --ke J _ ¢2

T = Oz - tan(d k2  (A5) 0Tm r k2 r o z
r 0 0z

Values of Pz that solve Tm = 0 are the surface wave propagation constants.

A3. LEAKY WAVE SOLUTIONS

For leaky waves, both k and k are complex and ot is negative:
x zX

k : j 12 . k - et. A more convenient form of Eq. (A5) is:

Tmk - tan [k k(A 6)

EN mT r z
Sr z 0

Leaky wave solutions are those combinations of a and 7 for which both real

and imaginary parts of T are zero. Figure A2 shows Re[T i and Im[T Ivs 3 7

for a few values of ot z . Figure A3 shows the solutions for a z , 0z and OSW for V-'J-

substrate with thickness d = 0.05 in. and dielectric constant C r 13 (somer

example values are given in Table Al). This figure brings out four very important

facts:

(1) the transverse propagation constant of the leaky wave is asymptotic N14

to that of the surface wave, that is, the leaky wave is always faster

than the surface wave:

(2) above that frequency where j3z = OS the leaky wave does not exist . "

and that critical frequency is given by 0. 25 d \E r

(3) up to that frequency a leaky wave can always exist; however,
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(4) the imaginary part of ai is so large for lower frequencies that it will

attenuate very quickly instead of propagating along the surface, and

will therefore be a weak mechanism for mutual coupling.

When an array is placed on the dielectric slab, the phase of the mutual coupling

will be determined by and OSW The leaky wave can cause a strong array %

reflection when Oz = fm that is, the propagation constant of the Floquet mode.

That "blind" angle is

0LWB sin 1 (X/d 3 /k o ) . (A7)
Xe
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Figure A2. Real and Imaginary Parts of T vs z for f 15.5 GH7, r 13,
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Table Al. Example Solutions for Leaky Wave
Propagation Constants for a Grounded Dielectric
Slab With d = 0.05 in. and f = 13, TM Mode

r 0

Frequency
(Gliz) z z P-

14751. 01 1.1

14.50 1.827 0.780 1.344

15.00 1.486 0.934 1.421

15.25 1.298 1.035 1.463

15.50 1.092 1. 165 1.508

15.75 0.856 1.319 1.556

16.00 0.555 1.495 1.604

16.25 0.0 1.654 1.654

Figure 19 shows that a leaky wave blindness is only possible for a very narrow

range of frequencies for our substrate (15.5 to 16. 25 GH-). Unfortunately, this .

range was outside the resonant bandwidths of both the original arrays and the

modified array, so our experimental data cannot show either the existence or lack

of a leaky wave blindness. 0

However, it is very important to note that the leaky wave blindness angle is

always greater than the surface wave blindness angle. We have noted previously

that the surface wave only causes blindness in electrically thick substrates, and

conclude that the same is true for the leaky wave. Furthermore, the leaky wave 0

cannot cause a complete blindness (r = 1) since it does radiate instead of remain-

ing attached to the surface. On the other hand, a complete microstrip phased array .. " *

will have appreciable surface loading due to phase shifters, power splitters and

transmission lines. The propagation constants of both wave types may be con-

siderably altered by that loading, and the scan blindness may occur at lower fre-

quencies than predicted by the analysis for the grounded dielectric slab.
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